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Finance Committee Meeting Minutes

9/25/18

In attendance: Vera Raposo, Kevin Hunt, Jack Finning (AAF)/ Justin Williams (AAF)/ David Przesiek, Jay

Bry/ Don Doyle/ Ken Bates/ Fred Battersby/ Heidi Pulkkinen/ Mary-Ellen Larkin Root

Not in attendance: Phil Ingersoll-Mahoney/ Cecile Ryan/ Jennifer Bridgers, John Ford/ Paulette Goeden

The Bridge of Central MA, Inc. FY'18 Financial Statements

Jack reviewed FY'18 audit documents for The Bridge of Central MA/ Inc./ and reported it was a clean

audit with no significant deficiencies and no material weaknesses. Justin reviewed The Bridge's

financial statements and he noted that there was an unmodified opinion.

Vera asked about the change in donated goods from FY'17to FY'lSand Heidi explained that the

difference was a large donation of orthopedic slippers that The Bridge received in FY/18. Vera asked

how much The Bridge and Alternatives received for the Community Partner programs in FY/18. Heidi

responded that The Bridge received approximately 1.7 million and Alternatives received approximately

1.1 million. Vera also asked if money had been exchanged between The Bridge and Alternatives for

the CP program and Heidi explained that The Bridge did invoice Alternatives for certain LTSS expenses

incurred in FY/18. Vera asked if there were internal controls related the related party transactions.

Heidi responded that prior to contracting with the landscaping company/ at least three bids were

obtained. Lastly/ Vera noted that the numbers listed in footnote #15 on page 19 should be reviewed.

Justin agreed to review and update with any corrections.

The Bridge ofWestboroueh, Inc. FY'18 Financial Statements

Jack commented that there is a separate Bridge ofWestborough audit as it is a HUD requirement. He
also relayed that it was a clean audit. Justin did not review The Bridge of Westborough's financial

statements; however, he did comment that The Bridge of Westborough owed The Bridge of Central

MA a large sum (approxirviately $100,000). Jack relayed that the HUD mortgage will be paid off in

2022 which will allow The Bridge of Westborough to begin paying down on that debt.

Vera asked about the loss of funding due to vacancies at the HUD funded residence (NCR), and asked if

there was a plan in place to increase utilization. Fred explained the issues with utilization in the NCR

program, which is a young adult residence with a lot of movement. In addition, the program has a

two-bedroom apartment that adds to the movement of individuals out of the residence. Fred also

relayed that the FY'18 vacancies were an anomaly and that the utilization isn't usually that low.
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Alternatives Unlimltecl, Inc. FY'IS Financial Statements

Jack reviewed FY/18 audit documents for Alternatives Uniimited/ Inc., and reported it was a

clean audit with no significant deficiencies and no material weaknesses. Jack noted that there

were some adjustmenfe that were made that were required to tie out the intercompany

account. Jack also relayed that in FY'19/ the combined agency will require a federal audit.

Justin reviewed Alternatives'financia! statements and he noted that there was an unmodlfied

opinion.

Vera asked ifTh6 Bridge reports-gross numbers and Alternatives reports net number^ how

should it be reported for the combined agency. Justin explained that it is a management
decision; however/the gross method may make more sense given the amount of temp

restricted funds, Vera asked where the Community Partner expenses were in the Alternatives'

financial statements and Justin responded that they were located in the Vocational program.

Vera asked why the 457 deferred compensation was recorded as an asset and a liability and
asked if Alternatives had beneficia ry interest. Jack responded that the 457 plan is for"
executives/ and because it is a long-term asset and won't be paid out in the near tenn/ it !s

listed as an asset. In addition/ it's subject to creditor breach/so there is a possibility that

Alternatives could take the funds back. Vera noted that The Bridge has a 457 plan as well;
however/ it isn't preseritied the same way on the financial statements. Justin agreed to follow

up and respond regarding the difference in presentation. Vera asked if Alternatives tskes an

annual distribution front investments. Jack replied that he didn't believe Alternatives had ever

done that/ but could safety say they haven't taken a distribution in the last three years. Lastly/

Vera noted that the numbers listed in footnote #16 on page 22 should be reviewed. Justin
agreed to review and update with any corrections.

FY'18 Ratios for Alternatives and The Bridge

Jack reviewed the ratios for both agencies. The Finance Committee agreed that Jack should
only review the ratios with the Board. David asked what the Development expenses were for

The Bridge ($402/000). Justin responded that the majority of the expenses were personnel-
related. David asked the Committee to think about whether or not that was enough for an

agency of this size. Ken responded that he agreed/ and with the combined Advancement

department/ the expenses would be much higher in FY/19. Vera asked how much money was

collected by Development for The Bridge/ and Justin responded around $400/000. V©ra
questioned if it made s^nse that the department broke even. Ken explained that the
department is-involved in other projects that bring in funds (i.e. RFR submissions). Hetdt
relayed that there is revenue listed in Program Service Fees and Reimbursements that can be

attributed to Development as well. Vera asked why Alternatives doesn't report fundraising

expenses and asked that we look at that for FY/19.

Vote: Don Doyle made a motion to recommend the audit to the Board. Vera seconded the

motion/ and al! were in favor.



North County Respite ProRram - MorteaEe for 55 Graham Street. Gardner

Fred reviewed the background of the purchase of this property and reviewed the mortgage

proposal. The proposed interest rate is 6.25% which is high. The actual costs will be

approximately $5,000 more than the budgeted amount (without any other spending

adjustments). Don suggested that Fred follow up with the bank to see if a lower interest rate

could be obtained.

Vote: David Przesiek blade a motion to recommend accepting the mortgage proposal to the

Board. Vera seconded the motion/ and all were in favor of moving forward with the proposal

with the stipulation that Fred will try to get a tower rate.


